Measurement of Dynamic Joint Stiffness from Multiple Short Data Segments.
This paper presents our new method, Short Segment-Structural Decomposition SubSpace (SS-SDSS), for the estimation of dynamic joint stiffness from short data segments. The main application is for data sets that are only piecewise stationary. Our approach is to: 1) derive a data-driven, mathematical model for dynamic stiffness for short data segments; 2) bin the non-stationary data into a number of short, stationary data segments; and 3) estimate the model parameters from subsets of segments with the same properties. This method extends our previous state-spacework by recognizing that initial conditions have important effects for short data segments; consequently, initial conditions are incorporated into the stiffness model and estimated for each segment. A simulation study that faithfully replicated experimental conditions delineated the range of experimental conditions for which the method can successfully identify stiffness. An experimental study on the ankle of a healthy subject during a torque matching tasks demonstrated the successful estimation of dynamic stiffness in a slow, time-varying experiment. Together, the simulation and experimental studies demonstrate that the SS-SDSS method is a valuable tool to measure stiffness in functionally important tasks.